NOTES:
1. AVAILABLE SQUARE FOOTAGE AND CAPACITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON CURRENT EXHIBITS.
2. ALL EVENT FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT MUST BE SELF SUPPORTING.
3. ANY CRITICAL DIMENSION OR CONDITION SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN FIELD PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
4. ALL MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND CONFIGURATIONS TO COMPLY WITH NYC FIRE CODE
5. SEE PARTIAL PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL GALLERY DIMENSIONS/CAPACITIES
6. ALL LOADING / VENDOR ENTRY AT FREIGHT ENTRANCE:
   5 WEST 76TH ST
   ELEVATOR CAB DIM.S: 114" W X 101" D X 108" H
   ELEVATOR DOOR DIM.S 72" W X 103" H
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NYHS - 4th Fl - North Gallery

1/8"=1'0"

401N

SECTION

OAK FLOOR
16'4" CLEAR TO BEAMS
APPROX. 1800 AVAILABLE SF

CAPACITY:
STANDING COCKTAILS - 180

4th Floor -- NORTH GALLERY PLAN
Scale: 1:150